Abstract. In order to study the problem of beam crack and side plate tearing bring by large-scale and high-speed development of vibrating screen, redundant constraints beam is designed by means of adding redundant constraints to the beam, and vibration experiment system is put up. Input power flow formula of system is derived based on cross-spectral density method proposed by Fahy, the input power flow of improved and original beams is measured, and the input power flow variation with frequency is analyzed. It obtained that, amplitude of input power flow of redundant constraints beam appeared in low frequency, attenuation in high frequency is fast, and at about 100Hz it tends to balance; amplitude of input power flow of original beam appeared in high frequency, attenuation in high frequency is slow, and 150~200Hz it tends to balance. The results showed that, redundant constraints beam has inhibition and attenuation of vibration energy, it beneficial to realize high-speed of vibrating screen.
Introduction
With the constant improvement of the national economy and productivity, the development of the vibrating screen tends to large-scale, high speed and light-duty. Many production instance tells us that the beam of the screen and the life of the side panel drops greatly with large scale and quite speed [1] [2] [3] . Thus satisfy the vibrating screen with high screening efficiency and large capacity at the same time, how to guarantee the structural strength and stiffness to become the key to achieve large-scale and high speed of the vibrating screen [4] [5] [6] .
Redundant constraint structure widely used in industry, construction and bridge engineering, and other fields because of the structure with redundant constraints can still bear the load after the redundant constraints are destroyed. From protection against sudden destruction, redundant constraint structure has stronger defense capabilities than statically determinate structure. And it provides the feasibility to design the beam of vibrating screen with redundant constraint structure [7] .
In this paper, the beam of linear vibrating screen is improved for redundant constraints. Through the experiment, measure the input power flow of the beam structure before and after the improvement.
Experimental system
Experimental model. According to the geometric similarity, dynamic similarity, movement similarity, boundary conditions and so on, experimental model of vibrating screen is developed as shown in figure 2 , the beam structure choose square steel tube (hereinafter referred to as illustrated) with length of 1 m, cross section size of 110 mm x 75 mm and thickness of 5 mm. For redundant constraint structure, the improved beams with four square steel tube through the cross board connection, single side tube cross section size is 40 mm x 25 mm, thickness is 3 mm, as shown in figure 1 . The design of redundant constraint structure beam is based on mechanics of materials, and according to the principle of equal quality and moment of inertia in order to not increase the screen body quality and has the same bending stiffness of the beam before improvement [8] . Experimental equipment. There is a homemade vibration experiment system(as shown in figure  2 ) with a vibrating screen, two vibration motor, a frequency modulator, and a vibration analysis system including an intelligent signal acquisition instrument, combined anti mixed filter amplifier, four piezoelectric acceleration sensors, a high elastic capacity hammer, and intelligent data acquisition and signal analysis software.
Fig.2 Vibration experiment system
Power flow measurement Method of measurement. In this experiment it adopts the cross spectral method [9] to calculate the input power flow through measuring the signal of the exciting force and the acceleration signal of the input point.
The input power flow is represented as follows: Normalization processing is made for exciting force input and input power flow calculated It is not hard to see from figure above, no matter in which measurement point, input power flow of redundant constraints beam has more fluctuation on high frequency than illustrated tube, and the amplitude appear on low frequency, at 100Hz or so approaches equilibrium. Input power flow amplitude of illustrated tube move to middle-frequency, at 150~200Hz approaches equilibrium, and the curve always on top of redundant constraint beams. Based on the principle of system energy conservation, the input power flow is sum of passed to the system and system attenuation consumption, so under the same condition, the more the faster attenuation, the less power flow passed to the system, which can explain redundant constraint beam has the effect of energy inhibition and attenuation.
Conclusion
By adding constraints to improve beam vibrating screen for redundant constraint structure. Analyze the input power flow along with the change of frequency using the test system of vibration. Concluded that for improved redundant constraint beam amplitude of input power flow appears in low frequency, attenuation soon in high frequency, and at about 100 Hz approaches equilibrium, which explain cross board added can suppress and attenuate the vibration energy.
